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KNAPP-WALLACH SZEGO INTEGRALS. II.

THE HIGHER PARABOLIC RANK CASE

B. E. BLANK

Abstract. Let G be a connected reductive linear Lie group with compact center and

real rank /. For each integer k (1 < k < /) and each discrete series representation it

of G, an explicit embedding of ir into a generalized principal series representation

induced from a parabolic subgroup of rank k is given. The existence of such

embeddings was proved by W. Schmid. In this paper an explicit integral formula

with Szego kernel is given which provides these mappings.

1. Introduction. To each discrete series representation tta of a connected reductive

Lie group G with compact center, Knapp and Wallach have associated a "Szego

kernel" which provides a G-equivariant map of a certain principal series representa-

tion onto 77A [10 and 11]. Subsequently, the author defined analogous mappings

from generalized principal series representations induced from a maximal parabolic

subgroup Px of G [2]. In this paper, under the additional assumption that G has a

faithful finite dimensional representation, we give such Szego mappings for gener-

alized principal series representations induced from standard parabolic subgroups of

G of any parabolic rank.

We shall describe the contents of this paper more precisely now, referring to later

sections for some definitions. To simplify certain statements, we assume for this

section only that G is acceptable in the sense of Harish-Chandra [4]. There

Harish-Chandra proved that G has a discrete series S2(G) if and only if G has a

Cartan subgroup T contained in a maximal compact subgroup K of G. To each

nonsingular integral form A on the complexification tc of the Lie algebra t of T,

Harish-Chandra associates an invariant eigendistribution which is the character of a

discrete series representation tta [3, 4]. These representations exhaust S2(G) and two

such are equivalent if and only if their parameters A are conjugate under the Weyl

group of K.

The representation tta may be realized on the space of square integrable smooth

functions on G that transform on one side under K and that are annihilated by an

appropriate first order elliptic differential operator. Differential operators such as 3

and 8* and the Dirac operator have been used, but as was observed in [10, §3],

Schmid's operator 3>A, first introduced in [15 and 16], is in some sense the most

appropriate in that its kernel is contained in the kernels of the other operators listed.
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Thus, with tta so realized, the quotient mapping onto tta maps into the kernel of a

well-known first order elliptic system, hence the name "Szego kernel." Indeed, in a

limiting case the Szego kernel given by Knapp and Wallach coincides with the

classical Szego kernel for the unit ball in C" [8, 10].

Let <*!,..., a, be a sequence of noncompact roots of A = A(gc, tc) that satisfies

(2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). For each p, 1 < p < / = real rank of G, let P denote the

standard cuspidal parabolic subgroup with Langlands decomposition MpApNp and

parabolic rank p built from av..., ap. The constructions which we outline in §2 and

the facts quoted concerning these parabolic subgroups are well known [5, 6, 18]. In

§2 we also discuss the finite subgroup F of K that controls the disconnectedness of

the parabolic subgroups Pp; the properties of F that we will need were obtained in [9

and 12]. The important point for the induction argument given in §4 is that

Mp n P +l is a maximal parabolic subgroup of Mp.

Let A be the Blattner parameter associated to the Harish-Chandra parameter A.

Let (tx, Vx) be a K-type of highest weight A. The main content of §3 is the

construction of A^0-type (axp\ Hxp)) where K° = K n M°, H{p) c Vx, and a[p) =

Tx I k°- We also make the useful observation there that A gives rise to Harish-Chandra

parameters A^ of S2(Mp) by restriction.

In §3 we give a procedure for iterating the results of [2] to provide Szego maps of

the appropriate P^-induced continuous series representations, where the parabolic

rank p of P is arbitrary. A complication arises in the induction method we employ

in that M does not inherit the connectedness property of G which was assumed in

[2], The simplest approach seemed to be to apply the results of [2] to Mp and to pass

to (a2(Mp) from S2(Mp) by inducing representations of MpZM [6]. This is

facilitated by the study of the subgroup F of K [9, 12] and its subgroups Fip) and

Fpm (cf. §§2, 4) which control the disconnectedness of Mp and its maximal parabolic

subgroup; it was to simplify F that we imposed the condition of linearity on G.

In [2] we showed that for the maximal parabolic 7^ = MlAlN1 of G there exists a

parameter vY g a[, a character i)l of F(1) compatible with a member tta of $2(A71°),

and an integral mapping Sf(A) that carries C°°(G, ttAi ® r^ ® e"1 ® 1) into the

kernel of 3>A in C°°(G, tx). These spaces can be identified with the spaces of the

generalized principal series representation U(P1:ttAi(t]1):v1) and discrete series

representation tta respectively. The mapping is given by

(1.1) Sf(A:f)(x)= f Tx(kylf(kx)(l)dk       (xefi).

Our main result here is the specification of a member tta of S2(Mp), a parameter

v  e a', and a character -qp of F{p) for which

Theorem 1.1. The Szego integral defined on Cx(G,tta ® f]p ® ev*> ® 1) by the

right-hand side of (1.1) maps into the kernel of Schmid 's operator 3>A in CX(G, ta).

Under the identification of CX(G, tta ® i}p ® e"" ® 1) with the space of the gener-

alized principal series U(Pp:TTA(j]p):vp), Sp(A) carries the K-finite vectors of

U(P :tta(t}p):vp) in a Q-equivariant fashion onto the K-finite vectors of the discrete

series tta.
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This theorem follows from the case p = 1 proved in [2] and the construction in §4

of a composed map Jp with factor S"' for which

C°°(G,TrAri ® i\p + 1 ® e"'+1 ® l)      4      C°°(G,7rAp® i)p® ev? ® l)

S,C+1(A)\ |S/(A)

Cx(G,rx)

Iteration through p = / recovers the Szego maps constructed in [11], although we

have not cleaned up the parameter v, as was done in [11, §8]. Nor have we discussed

the case where A is a limit Harish-Chandra parameter; the interested reader will

have no trouble extending the statement of Theorem 1.1 to include these parameters.

The existence of such surjective maps onto discrete series is due to W. Schmid,

who in a 1976 I.A.S. lecture discussed the p = 1 case. Iteration of his character

identities using induction in stages and exactness of the induction functor leads to

the existence of the maps we have obtained. The virtue of the present treatment is its

explicitness.

The author would like to thank Professor A. W. Knapp with whom he has had

conversations concerning Szego kernels and also the referee of [2], whose comments

on that paper improved the exposition of the present one as well.

2. Standard parabolic subgroups. Throughout the remainder of this paper G will be

a connected reductive linear Lie group with compact center. Let g = f ffi p be a

Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra g of G with respect to the Cartan

involution 8 fixing K. Fix a compact Cartan subalgebra t c f of g and let A be the

corresponding set of roots A(gc, tc). The Killing form B of gc gives rise to a

nondegenerate bilinear form ( • ,•) on (tc)'. A linear functional A on tc is

nonsingular if (A, a) =£ 0 for every a in A. If an ordering of A has been given, let

S = jljel* a. The discrete series of G is parametrized (with repetition) by the set

of nonsingular A in (tc)' for which A - 8 is integral. This set does not in fact

depend on the ordering that led to S and so, given a Harish-Chandra parameter A,

we are free to choose a convenient ordering. We do this by letting A + = [a e

A|<A,a>>0}.
Since t c f, the root spaces ga (a e A) are contained either in fc or fc; A

therefore splits into compact roots A^ and noncompact roots A„. Let / be the real

rank of G, i.e., / = dimR a where a is any maximal abelian subspace of £. We fix a

sequence a,,..., a, of positive noncompact roots such that

(2.1) the a ■ form a strongly orthogonal set,

(2.2) for each j = 1,..., / aj is a simple root in the subsystem of roots strongly

orthogonal to al,...,aJ_l,

(2.3) for each p — 1,..., / if a compact root B is orthogonal to «x,..., ap then B

is strongly orthogonal to a,,..., ap.

The existence of such a system for any system of simple roots of A follows from the

existence of a "fundamental sequence" [10, §4].
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Normalize nonzero root vectors Ea e ga according to [7, pp. 155-156]. Let

Xj = Ea + E_a (y = 1,..., /). Each Xj belongs to p. Form abelian subspaces a of

P by a, = R • A^ and ap = a^., e R • Xp (2 < /> < /). Let 77 be the element of it

for which a-(-) = B(-, 77). Let b be the orthogonal complement in t of the space

spanned by {iHv — iHp) over R. Let bp = a © t)p. Then b is a 0-stable Cartan

subalgebra of g and .4 = expo^, is the split component of a cuspidal parabolic

subgroup P of G.

Some computations with Cayley transforms [13] will be needed. Let « =

exp^7r(£a - E_a ) and let cp = A.d(ul ■ ■ ■ u ). Then cp carries bp onto tc acting

trivially on bp and taking R ■ Xj onto R ■ 77/ for j = I,..., p. Furthermore, 'cp:

A -> A(gc, b£) carrying roots that vanish on C • 77j © • • ■ ®C ■ Hp to roots vanish-

ing on a£; let $^ be tha. set of restrictions to b£ of sucri roots. If we let mp denote

the orthogonal complement of ap in Z&(ap), the centralizer of ap in g, then $ is

the set of roots A(m£, b,p) of m^ with respect to k)p. The ordering of 0 is

transferred to 0 from A by 'c^. The following well-known Cayley transform

computations for orthogonal roots a and a ■ will be needed later:

(2.4) Ad(w/)   Ea = Ea    if a and a. are strongly orthogonal,

(2.5) Ad(»7r1£a = i([£_a/,£a] -[£„,,£„])    otherwise.

Form a^-roots A(g, a ) (1 < p < /) and define an ordering on A(g, q ) by

means of the ordered basis Xx,..., Xp of a . Then the positive a - roots are the

nonzero restrictions to a of the positive Qr-roots. Let p denote half the sum of the

positive c^-roots with multiplicity. Let n, be the sum of the A+(g, a^-root spaces

and let Nt = expn;. Let Mp be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to m

and let Mt = ZK(at), the centralizer of a, in K.

We will be concerned with a family of cuspidal standard parabolic subgroups Pp

(1 </></) with split components Ap. These parabolic subgroups of G are obtained

in a standard way [5, 18] from the subsets {'c,a.|„ :j =p + 1,...,/} of simple

elements of A(g,a;). We write the Langlands decomposition of P as MpApNp.

Then there is a finite group F defined by F = K n expia: with the following

properties [9, 12]:

(2.6) F is generated by /ya = exp27n'|a|   77a :a e A(g, Q/)>,

(2.7) F is a subgroup of the center ZM of M„ and

(2.8) Mp = M«F.

We have the inclusion relations Px z> • ■ • 3^ [18, p. 283]; the maximal and

minimal parabolics Px and P, are noteworthy, the former for the facility of dealing

with the one dimensional Av the latter for the compactness of M,. Let ap =

E' +1 R ■ X/ for p = 1,..., / - 1. Then ap plays the same role for Mp as a, does

for G. If v4p is the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to a^ then ApAp = A,

and if Np = Mp n N, then A^iV = N, and M,ApNp is a minimal parabolic

subgroup of A^. Now ap+1\hc = ('6'^,^+,) | (,c belongs to ($/p)„ and its root vector

in trip is £"„      by (2.4). Thus, if ap + 1 = R • Xp+1, then Ap+l = expap+l serves the
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same role in Mp as Ax does in G and Ap + l = ApAp + l. Then Zm (Xp+l) - R • Xp + l,

which is nothing but rrtp + 1, plays the same role in mp as M1 does in g. Since Af, has

the same role in both Mp and G, Mp + l = Mp + 1M, arises in Mp in the same way it

does in G and Mp + 1Ap+l is the reductive component of a maximal parabolic

subgroup of Mp. The Sp + 1-roots with respect to mp are the restrictions to ap+1 of

cip+1-roots (with respect to g) that vanish on ap. Let pp+l be half the sum of the

positive elements in A(m , a +1) with multiplicity. By [18, p. 290], if Np+1 is the

nilpotent Langlands component of this maximal parabolic subgroup of Mp, then

Np+l = NpNp + l and Np+1 = Mp n Np + l.

In the preceding paragraph we have arrived at a maximal parabolic subgroup

7W +1y4 +17V +1 of M . However, it is the corresponding maximal parabolic sub-

group of Mp that we shall require. In this situation, the finite group that controls the

disconnectedness of the reductive component of the maximal parabolic subgroup of

Mp is Fp = Kp n exp/'a, where Kp = K n Mp is the maximal compact subgroup

of M^. As the notation indicates, Kp is the identity component of Kp = K n Mp,

the maximal compact subgroup of M . Note that Fp = F n Mp°. The results quoted

earlier show that (Mp+1F )A +1N +1 is a maximal parabolic subgroup of Mp.

3. Harish-Chandra and Blattner parameters for Mp. Let A e (tc)' be a Harish-

Chandra parameter for a discrete series representation tta of G. Order A = A(gc, tc)

so that A is dominant. Let 8, 8k, and 8n be half the sum of the elements of A+, A+,

and A + respectively. Then A = A - 8k + 8n is the Blattner parameter associated to

A and A is integral, A ̂ -dominant and the lowest K-type in 7rA. Let (ta, Vx) be an

irreducible representation of K on Vx with nonzero highest weight <j>x.

For each p = 1,..., / — 1 let A = A | hc Since t)p is a compact Cartan subalge-

bra of mp, the discrete series S2(Mp) of Mp is indexed by Harish-Chandra

parameters on tip-. Let 8(p), 8}cp\ and 8(Jp) be half the sum of the elements of$p+,

($p) + , and (Op)* respectively. Let 77^' be the 7vp°-cyclic subspace of Kx generated

by (j>x under tx. Denote by oxp) the restriction of tx \ Ko to Hxp).

Proposition 3.1. The restriction of X to tip is an integral form on tip dominant

with respect to ($ )£. Indeed, (axp), H^) is an irreducible representation of K°

Relative to Op+, the highest weight of axp) is X \ f,c and <j>x is a nonzero highest weight

vector.

Proof. The argument runs along the lines of [10, Proposition 5.5] which treats the

p = I case with M, rather than M°. The result stated there needed correction

because of the disconnectedness of M, (cf. [11]). We avoid this complication by

using ATp°.

To prove that 4>\ is a highest weight vector for axp) we are to show that

a{p)(cpEp) = 0 if B g A+ with (B, ay> = 0 for 1 < j < p and with cpEp e tc. If B

satisfies these properties and is a compact root, then by (2.3) and (2.4), c Ep = Ep

and oxp)(CpEp)<j)x = rx(Ep)<j>x = 0 since <J>A is a highest weight vector for ta.

Next, let B be noncompact. If B were strongly orthogonal to each a., j = 1,..., p,

then we would have cpEp = Ep e pc, so we may suppose that B is not strongly

orthogonal to some a, for some j < p + 1. Then, by (2.5), there is a constant a for
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which Ad(Uj)Ep = aEp + a - aEp_a. For 1 < /' </>, i #y, a, ± (/? ± ay) cannot be

roots since then we would have roots of three different lengths. Thus, all other

Ad(w,) fix Ad(uj)Ep and we obtain cpEp = aEp+a - aEp_a . Since this argument

also shows that B is strongly orthogonal to al,...,aJ_1 and since a- is simple in

such a subsystem of roots by (2.2), we must have B - a, > 0. Thus B + a. belong to

A* andTx(Ep + a)<t>x = 0.   a

Let Ap e (&«)' be defined by Ap = Ap - 8[p) + 8(„p\

Proposition 3.2. The linear functional Ap on b£ is a Harish-Chandra parameter

for Mp. Furthermore, the Blattner parameter Xp associated to Ap is the restriction to

bp of the Blattner parameter X associated to A.

Proof. The main point here is that

(3-1) ^-8^ = (8k-8n)\bc.

This is done first for the maximal parabolic case p = 1 and then by induction for

the general case using the method outlined in §2 in which m +1 is seen to have the

same role in nip as m1 in g (cf. [17, §7]). The last assertion that Ap = A | ^c is an

immediate consequence of this. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that Xp is integral

and therefore Ap - 8(p) is integral as well.

Suppose a' ='Cpa| hc belongs to <&p where a e A with (a, ay) = 0 (1 <y < p). If

a is strongly orthogonal to each ay, 1 ^j^p, then Ea. (the root vector in rrtp) is Ea

by (2.4) and so the vector 77a, representing a' by the Killing form Bp of trip is 77a.

In this case Ap(Ha.) = A(Ha) ¥= 0 since A is a Harish-Chandra parameter for G. If

a fails to be strongly orthogonal to some a; (1 <y</7), then the proof of

Proposition 3.1 shows this j to be unique and Ea, = cpEa = aEa+a - aEa_a_. Then

Ha> = b(Ha+aj + Ha_a)

and

Ap(77a.) = bA(Ha + a/ + Ha_aj) = 2bA(Ha) * 0.    a

It is worth noting that Proposition 3.2 remains valid if A is allowed to be

orthogonal to any subset of {ax,...,ap) as is evident from the proof. Another

obvious but useful observation is that

K!+l-K*n(M;+lF,)°;

thus, if we start with the 7Cp°-type (oxp), H{p)) and the maximal parabolic subgroup

(Mp0+lFp)Ap + lNp + l of Mp, the procedure analogous to going from (rx,Vx) to

(o^, H{1)) gives rise to the A-p°+1-type (o{p+1), H{p+l)).

4. Szego integrals. It will be convenient to have the following notation: if X is a

subgroup of Y and (|, 77*) is a representation of X on 77*, it will be convenient to

define

(4.1)    C°°(y,|)= {feC*{Y,H*y.f{xy) = t{x)f{y),xeX,ye Y).
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Let A g (tc)' be a Harish-Chandra parameter for the discrete series representa-

tion tta of G. Let tta denote the discrete series representation of Mp associated to

A (1 </></- 1). The representation space of tta (respectively tta ) can be taken

to be the space of square integrable elements of C°°(G, tx) (respectively

C0C(Mp,oxp))) that are annihilated by Schmid's operator 3)A (respectively 3)A ).

Discrete series representations of M are obtained by inducing to Mp representa-

tions tta ® t) of M°ZM where t/ is a character of the center ZM of Mp that is

compatible with tta [4, 9]. In [12, §2] it is shown that the subgroup F(p) of ZM C\ F

generated by {ya\a e'CpA = A(gc, bf), a\b =0} satisfies M°ZMp = M°F(p) and

we need only take tj to be a character on F{p> compatible with tta . We let

' M^F'^ T Mp P

be the resulting member of §2(Mp).

We will use the (consistent) notation G = M0°. We will be concerned with

generalized principal series representations of M0°, M°,..., M®_x. If Q = MqAqNq

is the Langlands decomposition of a cuspidal parabolic subgroup of Mp, we will let

Up(Q '■ nQ '■ vq) be the generalized principal series representation of Mp induced from

ttq ® e"o <g> l on Q, where tt0 g S2(Mq) and p0 g (a'Q)c. A dense subspace on

which Up(Q; ttq. vq) acts is C°°(Mp,ttq ® eve ® 1). For an element / of this space

we have

Up(Q:TTQ:vQ:m)f(x)=f(xm)        {x,m^M^).

When p = 0 we will drop the subscript. By Mackey's " induction in stages" theorem

[14, p. 109], U(Pp: tta (rt): v) is equivalent to

<%(tta :ri:v)=        Ind        (tta  ® r/ ® e" ® l).
M^'UpNpXG "

A dense subspace is Cx(G,tta ® t\ ® e" ® 1). The analogous representation of M°

will be denoted by °Up.

Our inductive hypothesis is that there exists a parameter vp = vp(A) m a'p, a

character rjp of T7^' compatible with tta , and an integral mapping SpG(A) that

carries ^(tta : T\p: vp) onto wA in a G-equivariant fashion.

The validity of this hypothesis for p = 1 is the subject of [2]. The parameter vx is

defined by

(4.2) J,1(X1) = p1(X1)-2<A,«1)/|a1|2.

Since FV={l,yai},

(4-3) T)l(Yai) = (_l)2i«.'

determines tj1 on F(1). For / in CX(G, tta ® 17, ® e"1 ® 1), the Szego map is given

by

(4.4) SftA :/:*) = / r^ky'fikx)^) dk       (x g G).
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Note that elements of Cx(G,ttAi ® t]l ® e"' ® 1) have values in the representation

space of tta , which is taken to be the subspace of Cx(M®,oxl)) described earlier.

Thus, evaluation of f(kx)( ■) in (4.3) is at the identity element of M°. Then f(kx)(\)

takes values in H^ and since Hxl) c Vx, (4.3) is well defined. It is clear that Sf(A)

is G-equivariant and Sf(A :/) belongs to C°°(G, tx). The reader may consult [2] for

the proof that SiAS^(A:/) = 0 and the identification of the image of Sf( A) with

"a-

We apply this result to the case where the group G is taken to be Mp and the

maximal parabolic subgroup of Mp is (Mp+1Fp)Ap+lNp+l. Table 1 contains the

relevant objects pertaining to G and the corresponding objects of M°.

Table 1

_G_I_<_
~^VT Mp°+lFp^Ap + 1Np+1

Pi Pp + l   =   2 L «

*;<•••> *,><■ *-)p

A K
^P Ap+1

(tx, Vx); (of>, 77<1>) (oxp\ ff<*>); (ax*+1>, H{>+»)

V vi y,,+1; Vi

In Table 1 Fp(1) = (l,ya } is the subgroup of Zwo F n 7^ which plays the same

role in Mp that the subgroup F(1) = {1, y } of ZM n F plays in G. With the listed

conversions, vp + l in 5p+1 is defined by (4.2) and r}p + i(ya ) by (4.3). For / in the

dense subspace CX(M°,wAp^ ® iL,+1 ® eV> ® 1) of &p\irAr+i:rip+1 -r>p+1) the

Szego map S™°(Ap:f) is given by

(4.5)       Sf>{\,-.f-.m)-f   ol>\kpylf{k,m){\)dkp       {m^Mp°).
Kp

The image of S^(Ap) is wA  realized in CX(M°, axp)).

The definition of S^+^A) can now be easily given. We define the parameter vp+l

on ap + 1 = Qpffi 5p + 1by

(4-6) "P+i = "P + pP + i

where each parameter v and v +l is extended by zero on the complementary

subspace of a +1. The finite group F{p+1) is given by

F^ + 1»=span{ya:aGA,«(bp:+1) = 0)

= span{ya:«GA, 77aGC77aiffi ••• ®CHapJ.

The inductive definition of tj on F(p) and the definition of rip + 1 on Fpm =

{1, ya } therefore determine the character ij +1 on F(p + 1). The discrete series

parameter on Afp°+1 is taken to be tta . We are therefore to provide a G-equiv-

ariant map from the representation space

C"(G,irVi«i,,+1«e'^®l)
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of ^(tta     : tj +1: v +1) onto wA. We claim that for / in

C00(G,%+i®r,p + 1®e^-®l),

the map is

(4.7) Spc+1(A:f:x)= f Tx(k)~lf (kx)(\) dk       (x e G).
•'AT

That this formula has meaning follows from the discussion that showed (4.4) has

meaning. Once again it is clear that SpC+1(A) is G-equivariant and has image in

CX(G, tx). That its image is nonzero can be shown by constructing an element,

analogous to the one given in [2], that is not mapped to zero. Simpler and preferable

in that it uses nothing about Sf other than that it is nonzero, which is very easily

proved [11], is to observe from Proposition 4.1 that if Sp(A) were zero for any p,

iteration would lead to 5,C(A) being zero. Indeed, the next proposition shows that

% is the image of SpG+1(A).

Define jp on G X C°°(G,7rA   _ ® -qp + l ® e"'+1 ® 1) by

(4-8) JP(x:f)={®(rTAp+i:r,p+l:vp+1:x)f)\M»,

i.e., for m in Mp jp(x :f)(m) ~ f(mx). Assuming for the moment that jp(x:/) is in

the dense subspace CX(M°, irAp+i ® rlp+l ® e'^' ® 1) of %(vAp+l :ij,+1: vp+l) on

which 51w',( Ap) is defined, let J f be defined on G by

(4.9) Jpf(x) = S^{Ap:jp(x:f)).

Proposition 4.1. Let x belong to G and f to C°°(G,tta ® r\p+l ® e"^1 ® 1).

The map jp defined by (4.8) takes values in Cx(Mp,TrA^ ® ij +1 ® e"''*' ® 1)

and so the map Jpf is well defined with values in trA . Furthermore, Jpf belongs to

C°°(G, tta  ® Tjp ® e'' ® 1) and

(4.10) SpC+1(A:/) = 5pC(A:/p/).

Proof. It clearly suffices to prove the first assertion when x = 1, that is, to show

that jp(l:f)=f\Mo belongs to CX(M°: tta^ ® j,p+1 ® e^> ® 1). That f\„o

satisfies this transformation law by elements of Mp + 1Fp(1)A +1N +1 follows im-

mediately from the transformation law of / by elements of Mp + 1F(p+1)Ap + lNp+l.

Next observe that for m' in Mp we have

(4.11) Jpf(x)(m') = f   ^(kpyXf{kpm'x)(\) dkp.
Kp

Now let m, z, a, and n belong to Mp, F(p), Ap, and Np respectively. Since Fip) is

contained in both ZM and K, since -qp agrees with the scalar action of a[p) | F<,),

since the integration in (4.11) is over elements that centralize Ap and normalize N ,
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and since / transforms as it does, we have

Jpf(mzanx)(m') = f   o[p\k,)_1}(kpm'mzanx)(\) dkp
Kp

= e'^'f o o[»\kpylf{kpZm'mx)(l) dkp
Kp

= e^"oxpHz)f   o{p\kpylf(kpm'm ■ x)(l) dkp
Kp

= e^"Vp(z)Jp(x)(m'm)

= e^"y]p(z){TTAp(m)Jp(x))(m').

Thus Jpf belongs to CX(G, tta  ®T)p® ev- ® 1).

Finally,

5pC(A:7p/)(x) = ^Tx(^)-1yp/(^)(l)^

= / ^(kylf   o[p\kpylf(kpkx)(\)dkpdk
jk jKa

= f Tx(kylf{kx)(\)dk = SC+l(A:f)(x).   D
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